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ABSTRACT

System-wide information management (SWIM) is a complex distributed information transfer and sharing system
for the next generation of Air Transportation System (ATS). In response to the growing volume of civil aviation air
operations, users accessing different authentication domains in the SWIM system have problems with the validity,
security, and privacy of SWIM-shared data. In order to solve these problems, this paper proposes a SWIM cross-
domain authentication scheme based on a consistent hashing algorithm on consortium blockchain and designs a
blockchain certificate format for SWIM cross-domain authentication. The scheme uses a consistent hash algorithm
with virtual nodes in combination with a cluster of authentication centers in the SWIM consortium blockchain
architecture to synchronize the user’s authentication mapping relationships between authentication domains. The
virtual authentication nodes are mapped separately using different services provided by SWIM to guarantee the
partitioning of the consistent hash ring on the consortium blockchain. According to the dynamic change of user’s
authentication requests, the nodes of virtual service authentication can be added and deleted to realize the dynamic
load balancing of cross-domain authentication of different services. Security analysis shows that this protocol can
resist network attacks such as man-in-the-middle attacks, replay attacks, and Sybil attacks. Experiments show that
this scheme can reduce the redundant authentication operations of identity information and solve the problems
of traditional cross-domain authentication with single-point collapse, difficulty in expansion, and uneven load.
At the same time, it has better security of information storage and can realize the cross-domain authentication
requirements of SWIM users with low communication costs and system overhead.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of civil aviation air traffic volume and the continuous improvement of
the requirements for the civil aviation service level, efficient business interaction between different
units has become a key problem in the field of civil aviation. Traditional civil aviation systems
communicate in a point-to-point manner, but the information systems used by different institutions are
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heterogeneous and lack uniform interface standards, and the further development and maintenance
of information systems will entail huge costs. The concept of system-wide information management
(SWIM) provides an effective to solve the above problems [1,2].

1.1 Motivation

SWIM, as the core of the next-generation air traffic management system, serves to connect various
sub-information systems of the existing civil aviation information network, integrating various types
of service resources in civil aviation, promoting information interaction and data sharing in the field
of civil aviation [3], and enhancing the operational efficiency of civil aviation. The SWIM system
involves the authentication of multiple domains, and it is crucial to ensure secure access between
different domains. The purpose of studying cross-domain authentication is to design and develop
secure and reliable authentication mechanisms to prevent unauthorized access and data leakage. This
helps to protect sensitive information and ensure the security of the system, to build trust relationships,
to enhance the exchange and sharing of data between domains, thus improving the efficiency and
accuracy of the whole system.

1.2 Problem Statement

Due to the service-oriented architecture and distributed deployment of SWIM, civil aviation units
face some challenges in interfacing with SWIM to access business resources in other regions. At
present, the research and deployment of civil aviation SWIM networks is still in the early stage, and the
public key infrastructure (PKI) system has not yet been fully established. When building the SWIM
service architecture, we take into account the development of the civil aviation industry and the actual
situation of guest distribution, users are mainly differentiated by region, and the information network
authentication mechanisms of civil aviation units in different geographic regions are independent of
each other. This leads to the problem of duplication of certificate applications and high idleness of
certificates. Users mapped by authentication relationships that already existed before civil aviation
units accessed SWIM lack reasonable authentication mechanisms to access services and resources
in other SWIM authentication domains. In addition, aviation service providers in different regions
may need to join SWIM at any time, and the traditional cross-domain authentication system lacks
a flexible authentication node expansion strategy. Meanwhile, the shared data in the SWIM system
is based on the existing civil aviation network information system and distributed systems, and there
are business interaction problems in information consumption and service distribution in different
authentication domains, which provide hackers with opportunities to intrude and conduct malicious
attacks. This poses a great challenge to the compatibility of SWIM authentication relationships and
the security of users during cross-domain access. The traditional “push mode” and “pull mode”
have the problems of physical proximity of authentication servers and internal network connection
between servers, which are not suitable for distributed deployment of the SWIM system. They also
have the problem of receiving incorrect authentication due to “man-in-the-middle attacks” [4]. The
traditional authentication scheme based on consistent hashing inevitably has the problem of load
balancing, which needs to be solved by changing the load balancing strategy of the authentication
service. In order to solve the above problems, the consortium blockchain architecture with a consistent
hash structure is introduced in the SWIM certification center. The cross-domain authentication
method using consortium blockchain technology can effectively solve the problems of single-point
collapse, expansion difficulties, and uneven workload distribution in the authentication center for
cross-domain authentication. In order to achieve secure authentication of SWIM data sharing and
flexible decision-making for cross-domain authentication, the SWIM authentication center introduces
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a consistent hash structure and uses the consortium blockchain for data synchronization during the
data synchronization phase of the authentication information certification server. The coalition chain
has the characteristics of global data consistency, non-tampering, faster transaction speed, and low
transaction cost, and retains other characteristics of the blockchain, so it is very suitable for cross-
domain authentication and data synchronization in the SWIM environment.

1.3 Contribution

The main contributions of this paper include the following:

• Establish an architecture of the consortium blockchain network for SWIM center nodes, and
realize the authentication center nodes in different regions to join the SWIM consortium
blockchain network through the consortium blockchain access mechanism.

• A cross-domain authentication scheme for consortium blockchain based on consistent hashing
is proposed, which constructs the SWIM regional authentication center hash ring and the
service authentication hash ring, respectively, and designs the consortium blockchain certificate
format for SWIM authentication.

• A cross-domain authentication protocol for SWIM is designed to realize secure and effective
cross-domain access for users in different authentication domains of SWIM.

• A SWIM-oriented coherent hash ring-cutting method is proposed, which exploits the charac-
teristics of the services provided by SWIM in order to achieve load balancing on the service
authentication hash ring for user authentication requests.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the work related to the study
of efficient and secure cross-domain authentication for SWIM. Section 3 describes the model of
SWIM cross-domain authentication, the design of blockchain certificates for cross-domain access ser-
vices, and the consortium blockchain cross-domain authentication protocol with consistent hashing.
Section 4 describes the various stages and application scenarios of the cross-domain authentication
scheme implementation. Section 5 discusses the security and performance analysis of the scheme. The
conclusion in Section 6 presents limitations, discussion, and future work.

2 Related Work

Many scholars have conducted a series of studies on cross-domain authentication. Two research
threads are related to this paper, namely, the application scheme based on consistent hash and the
cross-domain authentication solution based on blockchain. The consistent hash algorithm was first
proposed by Karger et al. [5] in 1997. The initial goal of the algorithm was to achieve load balancing
and dynamic adaptation on dynamically changing distributed systems. Later, consistent hash algo-
rithms were used in several fields, and cross-domain authentication was one of them. Wu et al. [6]
proposed the grouped consistent hash cut method, which alternately maps nodes into the consistent
hash space in groups according to their computational capabilities. Nakatani [7] used structured
allocation of consistent hashes to improve the balancing characteristics of cloud infrastructures for
fast response to meet fault tolerance as well as slow updates for node scaling. Thar et al. [8] used
coherent hashing to address writing cache decision-making and forwarding mechanisms in content
centric-networks. Yao et al. [9] proposed a Web cross-domain authentication optimization scheme
using a consistent hash structure to achieve user authentication in different authentication domains
by mapping authentication servers and application servers in the same consistent hash space, but
the authentication servers in the scheme synchronize their data through internal local area networks
(LANs) without considering the problem of coping with the “man-in-the-middle attacks.”
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The emergence of blockchain technology [10] and smart contracts [11] simplifies the cross-domain
authentication process. For cross-domain authentication between trust domains using public key
infrastructure and trust domains using identity-based cryptography, Ma et al. [12] set up a blockchain
domain proxy server in the trust domain of identity-based cryptography to participate in key gener-
ation. Chen et al. [13] designed a trust model for blockchain certificate authority centers to improve
the efficiency of cross-domain authentication while reducing the number of public key algorithms for
signing and verifying. Xue et al. [14] proposed a blockchain-based full cross-domain authentication
scheme to address the challenge of incomplete cross-domain authentication, which allows users to
use different cryptographic settings without relying on a trusted third party. Wang et al. [15] used
consortium blockchain technology to build a decentralized network with root certificate authorities
as authentication nodes, which omit the overhead of key encryption and decryption in the cross-
domain authentication process. Zhang et al. [16] designed a cross-domain authentication scheme
based on a multi-layer blockchain, using local blockchain for distributed node management in IoT
application scenarios and public blockchain for cross-chain authentication between blockchains,
which improves the efficiency of cross-domain authentication. In order to address the complexity
and technical implementation difficulties of scaling systems on the blockchain, Ali et al. [17] put
forward the hierarchical structure of the local and global intelligent contract and used the proof of
authenticity and integrity mechanism to retrieve and find the user or IoT device platform hash stored
on the local blockchain network during cross-domain identity authentication. This scheme has the
environment of a large number of concurrent requests to generate a high throughput capability with
less computing cost. Li et al. [18] designed a cross-domain authentication and key agreement protocol
based on the smart contract of blockchain, but it is not necessarily applicable to authentication in civil
aviation. Some difficulties in the cross-domain access between heterogeneous civil aviation information
networks are encountered in SWIM. SWIM has a distributed deployment nature, and a certain area
or unit needs to gradually access SWIM. Therefore, the expansion of the authentication domain and
the addition or deletion of authentication relationships cannot have a great impact on the overall
authentication architecture of SWIM.

The SWIM operation relies on a service-oriented architecture, and consumers have large differ-
ences in the number of access requests for services of different types and from different regions. A
network bottleneck or single point of failure may exist. Therefore, this paper presents a cross-domain
authentication scheme for the SWIM consortium blockchain based on the consistent hash. First, the
scheme sets up a regional certification center hash ring and a service authentication hash ring. This
scheme reduces the difficulty of SWIM public authentication domain extension. The consensus of
the authentication mapping relationship between different SWIM authentication domains and the
cross-domain authentication of user access services is realized. Second, the scheme also combines the
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) assertion token mechanism in the SWIM system to
reduce the redundant authentication operations of the identity information. Finally, the scheme is used
to design a consistent hash ring-cutting method for the SWIM service to achieve the load balancing
of authentication requests. The scheme can resist the “man-in-the-middle attacks” [19], the “replay
attacks” [20], and the “Sybil attacks” [21]. Compared with the traditional consistent hash cross-domain
authentication scheme, the proposed scheme improves the security of user authentication mapping
synchronization and realizes the load balancing of different service authentication requests. Therefore,
this scheme is more suitable for the SWIM environment with many concurrent requests.
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3 Design of Cross-Domain Access Scheme
3.1 Cross-Domain Access System Model

To achieve the goal of SWIM cross-domain authentication, based on the scheme by Yao et al. [9],
this study designed a cross-domain authentication model of the SWIM consortium blockchain based
on consistent hash, as shown in Fig. 1. It consists of the consortium blockchain network, the regional
CA hash space, the service authentication hash space, the domain, the domain CA server, the domain
proxy authentication server, the application server, and the user. Table 1 shows the notations involved
in the proposed scheme.

Domain B Domain C

iAU
1 iBU

1 iCU
1

Regional Certification Center Consistency Hash Space

1AFAS
1BAAS

1CWAS

Mapping

Mapping

Mapping

Authentication DomainA

SWIM-Chain

1CARA
2CARB

1APAS 1BPAS

Authentication DomainB

Service Authentication Consistency Hash Space

Domain A

Figure 1: Cross-domain authentication model of SWIM consortium blockchain based on consistent
hash

Table 1: Some notations used blow

Notations Description

CHSRPAS Region authentication consistent hash space
CHSSC Service authentication consistency hash space
FASA1 Domain A flying application server
AASB1 Domain B aviation application servers
WASC1 Domain C meteorological application server
RACA1 Authentication center server in authentication domain A

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Notations Description

PASA1 Authenticating domain proxy authentication servers in domain A
UA1i, UB1i, UC1i Domain user
TID Thread identifier

Domain: A domain is an area of mutual trust between users in the same organization, such as an
airline or an air traffic control authority that manages a region. The authentication architecture and
relationship of different domains are independent.

Application Server: The SWIM area provides different services according to different functions
and the civil aviation network. The service types can be divided into flight, aeronautical, and weather
information categories, such as the air traffic control departments, to provide aviation surveillance data
and meteorological services. The airport provides ground information services. In Fig. 1, the flight
application server in Domain A is denoted as FASA1.

CA node: The CA node mainly handles query authentication requests from the intra-domain
proxy authentication server and the inter-domain CA node, records user registration and cross-domain
authentication applications in the form of transactions on the chain, and participates in the consensus
of the transactions of CA nodes in other domains. The CA server in Authentication Domain A in
Fig. 1 is denoted as RACA1.

Domain proxy authentication server: The domain proxy authentication server mainly deals with
user authentication requests from the same or different domains. This server sets up three types of
service authentication service nodes for flight, aeronautical, and weather information application
server authentication requests and increases or decreases the number of servers according to the
authentication load balance. The domain proxy authentication server in Authentication Domain A
in Fig. 1 is denoted as PASA1.

User: In SWIM, a user can be both a service provider and consumer and can be described as an
entity that owns a specific resource in one domain while possibly needing to access other services in
other domains. In Fig. 1, the users in Domain A are denoted as UAi.

Region authentication consistent hash space CHSRPAS: The hash function is designed to calculate
the hash space of the virtual authentication hash ring, and the different regional authentication center
server nodes are mapped into the authentication hash ring through the hash operation. The virtual
service nodes in the lower service authentication hash space map the cross-domain authentication
requests object to the CHSRPAS and find the authentication center server node for processing.

Service authentication consistency hash space CHSSC: The hash function is designed to calculate
the hash space of the virtual service hash ring, and the domain proxy authentication node maps three
kinds of service authentication virtual nodes to the CHSSC to take charge of the three types of service
authentication in the domain. Meanwhile, the corresponding service requests from users inside and
outside the domain received by the application server node are mapped into the service authentication
hash ring by the hash operation, and the service authentication virtual node is searched for processing.

Consortium blockchain network: This network is composed of SWIM regional certification center
nodes. The certification center servers in different domains join the SWIM-Chain after receiving
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permission and can interact and consensus authentication information through the consortium
blockchain network. The consortium blockchain network in the model designed in this paper is built
using the consortium blockchain platform Hyperledger Fabric [22].

3.2 Blockchain Certificate Design

A certificate is designed for the SWIM-Chain cross-domain access service application scenario.
The certificate contains the blockchain certificate used by the CA node and the user and the
domain proxy temporary certificate used by the domain proxy server. The blockchain certificate
is generated by the initial registration domain of the user and recorded into the blockchain ledger
after a consensus is reached by all the nodes of the consortium blockchain. The certificate can be
used as a trusted credential for users to access other domain services. The domain proxy temporary
certificate is registered and generated by the domain certification authority for identity verification
when interacting with other domain proxy authentication servers. The blockchain certificate and
domain proxy temporary certificate for SWIM is shown in Fig. 2.

Version No Serial Number

User 
Name

User ID
User public key 

information

Start End
Term of validity

Initial Registration 
Domain

Initial generation CA 
unique ID

Expansion items

Blockchain Certificate

Version No Serial Number

User Name User ID
User public key 

information

Start End
Term of validity

Request Access 
Domain

Unique ID of the application 
domain agent CA

Expansion items

Domain Proxy Temporary Certificate

Initial 
Registration 

Domain

Initial 
generation 

CA unique ID

Figure 2: Blockchain certificate and domain proxy temporary certificate for SWIM

The blockchain certificate designed in this paper eliminates the function of certificate revocation
checking. Given that the data stored in the blockchain database cannot be directly modified, the
traditional X.509 certificate revocation service cannot be applied to the blockchain scenario. Accord-
ing to the literature [23], this paper defines the interface of the certificate store on the chain as a
post (action, HashX (Cert)), where action represents the current state of the certificate, which can be
either issued or revoked. The Online Certificate Status Protocol and the Certificate Revocation List can
be replaced by changing the certificate validity by changing the status parameter action. The interface
to query a certificate is defined as a query (HashX (Cert)), which returns the certificate details and the
current status of the certificate.

3.3 Cross-Domain Authentication Protocol for Consortium Blockchain Based on Consistent Hash

According to the above model of cross-domain authentication and the application scenario of
consistent hashing in the SWIM-Chain, this paper presents a cross-domain authentication proto-
col for the consortium blockchain based on consistent hashing. The following are assumed: the
authentication domain joined by the consortium blockchain access mechanism is credible, and the
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certificate information of the root CA of each authentication domain has been stored in the block of
the blockchain before the cross-domain authentication protocol starts, as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Flow chart of cross-domain authentication protocol

1) RACA1→UA

Taking the cross-domain authentication between Domains A and B as an example, Domain A
User UA first needs to register with the certification center of Domain A and obtain the unique
blockchain certificate (CertUA) issued by the certification center.

2) UA→FASB1

User UA in Domain A requests to access the data resource of flight application server FASB1 in
Domain B.

3) FASB1→PASB1→CHSSC: Mapping{UserID, IP, FASB1ID}
Domain B’s flight application server FASB1 receives the access requests of Domain A User UAe and

maps the UserID, the IP address used to access the service, the ID of FASB1, and other information
to the service authentication consistency hash space (CHSSC) by domain proxy authentication PASB1.
Meanwhile, the first service authentication virtual node responsible for the same service is searched
clockwise to handle the authentication request. The service authentication node queries the certificate
information of the user in the local database and parses the certificate according to the information
provided by User UA to check the validity period of the certificate. If the validity test is passed, then
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the successful authentication information and the Thread Identifier (TID) are returned to FASB1. If
the certificate information of the user is not queried locally, the domain proxy authentication server
PASB1 will carry out the next mapping transfer.

4) CHSSC→CHSRPAS: Mapping{UserID, IP, CertdomainB, FASB1 ID}
If the service authentication hash space (CHSSC) receives a user application that is not archived

on the virtual service authentication node to which the SWIM node is mapped, the virtual service
authentication node should send the request for certification relationship (RCR), which is mapped to
the domain proxy authentication consistency hash space (CHSRPAS), and the first server is searched in
the clockwise direction. If there is no authentication mapping relationship information for the user,
skip this point and continue searching for the next node. If relevant user authentication information
exists, then the node is selected as the RCR service node.

5) RACA1→RBCA1→PASB1: Response{CertUA, PKuserA, TID, SAML token}
After RACA1 receives the request, the A-domain CA node returns the unique blockchain certificate

(CertUA), the public key (PKUA), the TID, and the SAML token of User UA to the sender of the
requests and writes the authentication relationship into the block transaction, which is broadcast to
other nodes according to the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) algorithm during the node
consensus. The next time the user accesses other service authentication nodes, it can return the
information of the first node queried clockwise on the service authentication node mapped to the
regional authentication hash ring.

6) PASB1→FASB1: Response{IDuserA, TID, SAML token}
The domain proxy authentication (PASB1) returns the user ID, the TID, and the SAML token

that passed the cross-domain authentication to the flight application server (FASB1), and the token is
parsed and verified.

7) FASB1→UA

If the user ID exists and the security assertion is valid, then the required service is returned.
Finally, the flight application data resources are provided to User UA to realize the cross-domain
authentication between the user in Domain A and the application server in Domain B.

8) Re-authentication

When Domain A User UA applies for flight application services in Domain B again, the Domain
B application server hashes the user’s unique identity and application address into the service
authentication hash ring. The unique blockchain certificate (CertUA) of User UA with the unique
identity and signature of the Domain B certification center on the chain has been the consensus.
Therefore, the Domain B certification center server directly performs the hash operation according
to the unique identity of the user, querying the blockchain status database and verifying the validity
of the certificate to complete the authentication.

4 Implementation and Application of SWIM Cross-Domain Authentication Scheme
4.1 Implementation

4.1.1 System Initialization

During system initialization, the public and private keys of all the entities in the aeronautical infor-
mation domain are generated. The SWIM-Chain blockchain network is established, and the Chain
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code is deployed on the nodes. The blockchain certificate information of the entities in the aeronautical
information domain is stored in the blockchain network, and this phase is performed once.

1) Generate the public-private key pair

All entities in all aeronautical information domains accessing SWIM, including the CA server,
the domain proxy authentication server, the application server, and all users, initialize their public and
private key pairs according to the encryption mechanism adopted in the local domain.

2) Build a SWIM-Chain blockchain network and deploy chain code

When the certification centers of Domains A and B are licensed through the consortium
blockchain access mechanism, RACA and RBCA join the SWIM-Chain network, and the chain code
is deployed to all the nodes. The designed chain code includes three functions, namely, registration,
query, and verification, and each function can be called with its function identifier and proper input
parameters.

• NodeRegister
(
IDRXCA, pkRXCA, HashX

(
IDRXCA, pkRXCA

)
, HashX, signX

)
:

This chain code function handles the registration requests of the authentication server nodes
pre-joining the blockchain network and stores the encryption settings information pre-used by
the authentication server, triggered by the chain code identifier NodeRegister and related input
parameters. IDRXCA is the identity of the authentication server RXCA, pkRXCA is the public key pre-
generated by the authentication server RXCA, and IDRXCA is the public key of the authentication server
RXCA. HashX

(
IDRXCA, pkRXCA

)
is the hash value of IDRXCA and pkRXCA, and HashX and signX are

the respective hash and signature algorithms adopted by the authentication server. After calling the
chain code, if the input parameter information meets the registration conditions, it is stored on the
blockchain, and the blockchain certificate CertRXCA is returned to the authentication server node.

• UserRegister
(
IDUXi, pkUXi, HashX

(
IDUXi, pkUXi

)
, HashX

(
IDRXCA, pkRXCA

))
:

This chain code function handles the registration requests for the user’s identity information
from the domain. This function can be triggered by the chain code identifier UserRegister and
associated input parameters, where IDUXi and pkUXi represent the user’s unique identity and pre-
generated public key. HashX

(
IDUXi, pkUXi

)
and HashX

(
IDRXCA, pkRXCA

)
denote the respective hash

values of
(
IDUXi, pkUXi

)
and

(
IDRXCA, pkRXCA

)
computed by the hash algorithm for Domain X. After

calling the chain code, if the input parameter information meets the registration conditions, it is stored
on the blockchain, and blockchain certificate CertUXi is returned to the user node.

• VerifyCertInfo
(
IDUXi, pkUXi, CertUXi, HashX

(
IDUXi, pkUXi

)
, CertUXi, signX (skUXi, N) , N

)
:

This chain code function is used to verify the cross-domain access authentication requests from
users in other domains to Domain X. This function can be triggered by chain code identifier
VerifyCertInfo and related input parameters, where IDUXi and pkUXi represent the respective unique
identity and pre-generated public key of user UXi

, and CertUXi is the blockchain certificate generated
by the initial registration domain after the user is registered. CertUXi, HashX

(
IDUXi, pkUXi

)
, CertUXi is

the hash value of the relevant identity information of user UXi, and signX (skUXi, N) is the signature
value generated by signature algorithm signX by user private key skUXi and random number N. If the
user passes the cross-domain authentication, the SAML assertion token is returned to the user node
for the user node to request service from application server AS.

• CrossdomainAuthInfoShare
(
IDUXi, pkUXi, HashX

(
IDUXi, pkUXi, CertUXi

)
, signY (CertUXi)

)
:

This chain code function is used to locally store and share user identity information that has been
authenticated across domains in Domain Y. The authentication relationship is written into the block
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transaction and broadcasted to other nodes when the node reaches consensus so that other nodes
can store it in the on-chain state database. This function can be triggered by chain code identifier
CrossdomainAuthInfoShare and associated input parameters, where IDUXi and pkUXi, respectively,
represent the unique identity and pre-generated public key of user UXi

. HashX

(
IDUXi, pkUXi, CertUXi

)
is the hash value generated by the initially generated domain hash algorithm for the relevant identity
information of User UXi

, and signY (CertUXi) is the signature value generated by signature algorithm
signY for the Domain Y information that passes the user’s cross-domain authentication for the user’s
blockchain certificate.

3) Store the blockchain certificate information of entities in the aeronautical information domain
in the SWIM-Chain

When the authentication server node or user registers to join the blockchain, the entity identity
information and the generated blockchain certificate should be stored in the blockchain, and the
NodeRegister and UserRegister chain codes are called to store the identity information in the form of
key-value pair into the blockchain state database. For example, the corresponding and user authen-
tication server node key-value pair data structure is (HashX

(
IDRXCA, pkRXCA

) |CertRXCA, HashX, signX)

and (HashX

(
IDUXi

, pkUXi

)
|CertUXi

), respectively.

4.1.2 Authentication Load Balancing in Consistent Hash Paces

Consistent hash space CHSSC performs load balancing of service authentication by adjusting the
coverage of the service authentication nodes in the hash space. A CA node maps three kinds of service
authentication nodes, providing different numbers of the three kinds of service authentication nodes
according to the proportion of the three kinds of services provided in the area, and distributes the nodes
to the consistent hash ring. The region division dynamically changes the number of the secondary
virtual nodes of various service authentication nodes according to the number of services provided
and the number of applications for services, increases their distribution range on the hash ring, and
speeds the time of user cross-domain access authentication.

Considering the relatively low comprehensive load in the early stage of system operation, the server
load situation is not considered in the first m cycles T. After m periods T, the number of three types
of service provision and the number of service requests per unit time are calculated to dynamically
plan the service virtual nodes. The number of a certain type of service virtual nodes introduced by
each CA node is klog |SN|, where k is a constant, and SN is the total number of virtual service
nodes. If the number of services provided by the service authentication node is Ai, the number of
times the application service is received in unit time T is ai, and the number of nodes is N. Then, the
number of consistent hash virtual nodes that must be allocated by the service authentication node is
Aiai∑

ai

k |SN|, and the total number of consistent hash virtual nodes that must be allocated in the system

is
∑N

i=0

Aiai∑
ai

k |SN|.
When the service application times of different service authentication nodes in unit time are very

different, the center of gravity of the total number of virtual nodes set by the system will shift to the
service authentication nodes that apply for more service times. Given that the lookup process of the
consistent hash algorithm is based on the traversal of the tree structure, when the number of virtual
nodes increases, the distribution range of the service authentication nodes in the consistent hash space
increases, and the lookup time decreases. Although the performance improvement of the multi-request
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service authentication node requires the sacrifice of a small part of the performance of other nodes,
the imbalance of task distribution and the performance unsaturation of the authentication server are
improved, thereby improving the overall performance of the system.

4.2 Application Scenario of the Consistent Hashing in SWIM-Chain

The consistent hash algorithm is applied in this scheme to reasonably select the authentication
service nodes and distribute the authentication service objects. The storage space of the authentication
processing object corresponding to the authentication requests object is abstracted as a circular closed
hash ring with 2 ∧ 32 points. The unique identity of the object is mapped into the hash ring through
the hash algorithm. Then, the first authentication server node is searched clockwise according to the
position mapped by the authentication requests, and the request is processed. In this paper, the Fowler-
Noll-Vo (FNV) algorithm is used as the hash algorithm in the above steps. The application scenario
of the consistent hashing algorithm in the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Application scenario of the consistent hashing algorithm in SWIM cross-domain authenti-
cation

Each information domain has an independent service authentication consistency hash space
(CHSSC). CHSSC uses the IP address, port number, and service type number of domain proxy
authentication server PASA1 as keys to map three kinds of service authentication virtual nodes to
realize the processing of three types of service authentication in the domain. Different information
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domains share a regional authenticated consistent hash space, CHSRPAS. CHSRPAS uses the IP address
and port number of the server nodes in different domains as keys and maps real service nodes through
the FNV algorithm to process cross-domain authentication requests, and the algorithm flow is shown
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Consistent Hashing Algorithm in SWIM-Chain
Input: Request: user request, IP: user IP address, Type: request service type
Output: SAMLToken: SAML Assertion Token, Au_Result: Authentication Result
1: For i to h
2: Key = (Request, IP, Type)
3: A = FNV (Key)
4: If PASA user identity information A in {A1, A2, . . . , A3}
5: return SAMLToken to the user
6: End For
7: Else
8: Mapping RCR to CHSRPAS

9: clockwise direction
10: For 1-n CHSRPAS

11: If the RACA1 is found
12: Query the authentication mapping relationship information for this user
13: If There is user authentication information
14: Return Cert and Sign to request sender
15: If the sender of the request passes the authentication
16: return SAMLToken to user
17: End If
18: Write the authentication relationship to the block transaction
19: Broadcast to other nodes using the PBFT algorithm during node consensus
20: End If
21: End If
22: End For
23: End If
24: return Au_Result

When the domain application server node receives a service request from a user outside the
domain, it will map the user’s IP address and the type of the application that serves as the key through
the FNV algorithm into the service authentication hash ring and find the first service authentication
node responsible for the same service to submit the authentication requests in the clockwise direction.
If the domain proxy authentication server locally stores the identity information of the requesting user,
the SAML assertion token will be returned to the user. If the domain proxy authentication server does
not find the identity information of the applying user locally, the RCR should be mapped to the hash
ring of the regional certification center through the service authentication virtual node, and the first
server should be searched in the clockwise direction. If no authentication mapping information of the
user exists, the node is skipped, and the next node is searched. If an application for user authentication
information exists, the blockchain certificate and signature should be returned to the request sender,
and the request sender verifies the signature and blockchain certificate to return the SAML assertion
token to the user while writing the authentication relationship into the block transaction. According
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to the PBFT algorithm [24], the authentication relationship broadcasts to other nodes when the node
reaches consensus. The next time the user visits other service authentication nodes, the first node
queried clockwise on the service authentication node mapped to the regional authentication hash ring
can return the correct information.

5 Security and Performance Analysis
5.1 Security Analysis

By building the consortium blockchain platform Hyperledger Fabric, this paper analyzes the
ability of the scheme to resist man-in-the-middle, replay, Sybil, and distributed denial of service attacks
under specific attacks patterns and scenarios and uses two-way entity authentication and distributed
trust based on the consortium blockchain. Thus, the security of the system is improved.

A) Resist man-in-the-middle and replay attacks. Because the user is mapped to a hash ring,
required information, such as the port and ID, is different, making the map to hash the location of
the ring different, leading to accepting the proxy authentication server being different also. If a user
applies for cross-domain authentication twice in a row and is accepted by two different domain proxy
authentication servers, the second domain proxy authentication server needs to verify the identity
information of the applying user, such as the certificate. During the mapping of the authentication
requests to the domain proxy authentication, the position of the node on the consistent hash ring
is random. In other words, the proxy server handling the cross-domain requests may not be in the
target domain. However, according to the consensus of Swim-Chain authentication information and
the participation of all domains in the process of cross-domain authentication, it can ensure that the
user’s cross-domain authentication request is processed securely and efficiently.

B) Resist sybil attacks. Among the attacks on the blockchain system, the Sybil attack is an
attack on identity management rules, which uses malicious nodes in the system to request many
irregular transactions to influence the direction of the blockchain system and even control the system’s
accounting rights. Given that the experimental scenario of this scheme is inside the air traffic control
system, the selected nodes have a high degree of credibility compared with the nodes of the public
chain system. In addition, the blockchain certificate is designed for the cross-domain authentication
model to standardize the registration management of the identity of the certification center and user
nodes, reducing the proportion of malicious nodes in the system.

C) No trusted third party is required. Unlike traditional “non-isolating” civil aviation information
system networks, the architecture of a consortium blockchain adopts distributed trust and does not
rely on a third-party certification body, using the point-to-point communication mode between nodes,
node participation by members of the distributed deployment of SWIM cross-domain authentication
process, each node will store user cross-domain authentication key data. In this approach, the system
paralysis caused by malicious attacks on a single certification authority is avoided, and the security
and scalability of the system are guaranteed.

D) Mutual entity authentication. In each authentication domain, the authentication between the
user and the authentication server is realized by the original authentication method in the domain.
Under the architecture of the multi-authentication domain consortium blockchain, the user applies
for a blockchain certificate from the domain proxy authentication server, and the target server queries
and applies for the user authentication mapping relationship and trust credential to confirm the trust
relationship and realizes the authentication between the user and the target domain server.
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E) Resist distributed denial of service attacks. The cross-domain authentication model of the
SWIM consortium blockchain designed in this paper has a perfect access mechanism for authentica-
tion center nodes in different authentication domains and user nodes in the domain, standardizing
the credibility of users. Meanwhile, the scheme uses the decentralized architecture of blockchain,
which has the characteristics of decentralization, redundancy, fault tolerance, dynamic regulation,
and vulnerability without a single point of failure of the distributed system. Therefore, the proposed
authentication protocol can effectively resist distributed denial of service attacks.

5.2 Performance Analysis

SWIM-Chain is minimized to three organizations, including six Peer nodes, three Orderer nodes,
and one CA node, and the network topology is shown in Fig. 5. One Peer node acts as a commit node,
Committer, and one endorsement node, Endorser. The Committer is responsible for checking the block
transaction data sorted by the Orderer node, selecting legitimate transactions to execute and write to
storage, and finally sending the block information to other endorsement nodes for consensus. Check
whether the block transaction information published by the Committer node is legal, and endorse
and sign if it is a legal transaction. Initialization of the SWIM-Chain system refers to the process
of building the consortium blockchain network and installing the instantiated chain code, which is
the responsibility of the SWIM platform management. The process covers modifying configuration
files, starting Docker containers, starting functional nodes, creating channels, nodes joining channels,
and installing and instantiating chain codes. In our study, this paper used a server cluster scenario
with microservices architecture, where the server is equipped with an Intel CPU 10700 @ 2.40 GHz
processor and 128 GB of RAM and is running a CentOS 7 (64-bit) operating system. This paper
built the blockchain network based on Fabric version 1.4.1 and used the Go language for Fabric
development. In addition, this paper utilized the open-source container engine Docker and the Beego
framework to provide interface requests for the SDK, respectively.

5.2.1 Cost of Computation

Analyzing the computational cost of the scheme requires an analysis of the computational
overhead of the scheme and a comparison of this scheme with existing schemes. The computational
overhead is shown in Table 2. In particular, to ensure the smooth implementation of the scheme
without loss of generality and balance the complexity of different schemes, this paper sets the number
of member nodes of this scheme and the other schemes to 2. Table 2 shows the comparison of the
computational overhead of the four schemes, whose unit is the number of operations, where the two
columns of encryption and decryption, signature, and signature verification calculate the sum of the
number of distributions.

In terms of encryption/decryption, both the literature [25] scheme and the literature [26] scheme
do not involve encryption/decryption operations, while the scheme in this paper involves two encryp-
tion/decryption operations. In terms of signature/verify signature, the literature [25] scheme involves
twelve signature/verify signature operations, the literature [26] scheme involves six signature/verify
signature operations, while the scheme in this paper involves two signature/check-signature operations.
In terms of hash operations, the literature [25] scheme involves four hash operations, the literature [26]
scheme involves one hash operation, while the scheme in this paper involves two hash operations.
The computational overhead of this paper’s scheme in encryption/decryption and signature/verifying
the signature is higher than that of the literature [25] scheme and the literature [26] scheme, but it is
comparable to the literature [25] scheme and superior to the literature [26] scheme in terms of hash
operations.
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Figure 5: Topology diagram of the SWIM experimental platform

Table 2: Computing overhead comparison

Scheme Encryption/decrypt Signature/verify signature Hashing operation

Literature [25] scheme 0 12 4
Literature [26] scheme 0 6 1
Literature scheme 2 2 2

5.2.2 Efficiency Analysis of Consortium Blockchain Network

In terms of computational efficiency, this paper implements a SWIM-Chain cross-domain authen-
tication scheme prototype to evaluate its performance. In actual simulation experiments, to reflect the
operation of the chain code well, 30 experiments were conducted, and each set in each experimental
group 500 times of simulation, the nodes register chain code, user registration, chain code, certificate
verification chain code, and cross-domain authentication identity Shared chain code running time
analysis, this paper put the 20 experiments run time-consuming for statistical data. The experimental
results are shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Time required for chain code operation

For the data shown in Fig. 6, conclusions can be drawn through statistics and calculations. The
average running time of the node registration chain code is 263.6 ms, the average running time of
the user registration chain code is 397.4 ms, the average running time of the certificate verification
chain code is 1871.4 ms, and the average running time of the cross-domain authentication information
sharing chain code is 69.8 ms. The main reason for the different chain code time consumptions between
the experimental groups is the different communication conditions of the peer-to-peer blockchain
network, but the overall average time consumption is within the ideal range, so the chain code designed
in this scheme is feasible.

This paper obtains the average time consumption of the transaction information consensus
process in the cross-domain authentication system through 1000 simulation experiments to reflect
its operational efficiency. The consensus process is divided into the Request, Pre-Prepare, Prepare,
Commit, and Reply phases, and the average time consumption of each stage of the consensus process
is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Average time spent in each stage of the cross-domain authentication information consensus
process

Cross-domain authentication information consensus process Average time consumption (ms)

Request phase (Request) 53.6
Pre-prepare phase (Pre-Prepare) 186.4
Prepare phase (Prepare) 849.3
Commit phase (Commit) 672.3
Reply phase (Reply) 108.2

In the designed authentication protocol, the PBFT algorithm must be used to reach a consensus
for the cross-domain authentication sharing information to ensure that the civil aviation agency nodes
reach a consistent confirmation of the user cross-domain authentication status in the distributed
environment. In the process of the user’s first identity authentication in the SWIM system, two
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encryptions and decryptions, two signature verifications, and two hash operations are needed, which
take 3.241 s in total.

After successfully authenticating the user identity for the first time, the domain proxy authen-
tication server in the SWIM blockchain network adds the authentication credentials and the SAML
assertion tokens to the on-blockchain state database in the form of transactions. If the user accesses the
services in the domain of other member nodes of the consortium blockchain, the proxy authentication
server of the domain can quickly authenticate the user’s identity through the deployed certificate
verification chain code, greatly reducing the required time.

5.2.3 Load Balancing Efficiency Analysis of Cross-Domain Authentication

This paper evaluated the load balancing efficiency of the cross-domain authentication system
by combining the characteristics of consistent hash. The number of consistent hash virtual nodes is
increased exponentially. The number of nodes is from 10 to 5000, and the standard deviation of the
authentication request allocation and the average response time of authentication are calculated for
different numbers of virtual nodes and compared with the findings in the literature [9]. The comparison
results are shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Standard deviation of authentication request allocation

The standard deviation of authentication request assignment decreases substantially with the
increase in the number of virtual nodes. The location of nodes on the authentication requests
mapping to the domain proxy authentication consistency hash ring is random, and there is an uneven
distribution of service nodes in the authentication hash ring. With the increase in the number of virtual
nodes, three types of service authentication nodes are distributed to the consistent hash ring according
to the proportion of services provided in the area. At this time, the user’s authentication request is more
likely to be assigned to the correct authentication server, the authentication requests allocation ratio
is more average, and the standard deviation of authentication requests allocation is smaller.

When the number of virtual nodes increases, the standard deviation of authentication allocation
becomes smaller, the proportion of authentication requests of the three types of services is more
reasonable, and the user’s authentication requests are more likely to be allocated to the correct
authentication server. Thus the average response time of authentication is significantly reduced, as
shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Certification average response time

In this scheme, when the number of virtual nodes increases to 2000–3000, the allocation standard
deviation and the average response time of authentication tend to be stable. Theoretically, the
higher the number of virtual nodes is, the more balanced the allocation of authentication requests
is considering the server performance and the time and space complexity of the consistent hash
algorithm. The total number of virtual nodes can be appropriately set as 2000–3000. Therefore, the
consistent hash algorithm can be used to realize the load balancing of cross-domain authentication in
the SWIM consortium blockchain system.

6 Discussion and Conclusion
6.1 Discussion

The blockchain-based cross-domain authentication system designed in this article meets the
requirements of SWIM, takes into account the system characteristics of the SWIM system and civil
aviation information system, and adopts blockchain technology to design a shared data authentication
system. However, factors such as the identity of civil aviation institutions and users and the level of
protection of classified information and information systems can be further optimized for fine-grained
partitioning of blockchain nodes in practical situations. This can better meet the needs of different civil
aviation institutions and improve the efficiency and flexibility of the system. These issues are worth
studying, especially in the field of civil aviation. We will further refine the division of blockchain nodes,
taking into account the scale, characteristics, and needs of actual civil aviation institutions, in order
to improve the adaptability and efficiency of the system. The data consensus module in the SWIM
Chain cross-domain authentication model designed in this article uses the consortium blockchain
PBFT included in the Hyperledger Fabric. Currently, the cross-domain authentication results have
a high average runtime for information sharing among member nodes in other SWIM Chain. This
is because the data synchronization process of PBFT itself is relatively complex, and the method of
selecting the master node is relatively cumbersome, which is also its own limitation. The participating
nodes in the SWIM system are all trusted civil aviation information units that are admitted through the
consortium blockchain mechanism. It is necessary to further improve the protocol process of PBFT
consensus, improve the operational efficiency of the system, and ensure that it is suitable for the actual
environment and business needs of SWIM.
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6.2 Conclusion

In this paper, the security problem of cross-domain authentication of the SWIM system is
solved. A cross-domain authentication model for SWIM based on the consortium blockchain is
designed, including the domain, the service authentication consistency hash space, the regional
authentication center consistency hash space, and the function of authenticating the domain. Mean-
while, the blockchain certificate format for cross-domain access services oriented to the SWIM
consortium blockchain is designed. On this basis, a cross-domain authentication protocol for the
SWIM consortium blockchain based on a consistent hash algorithm is proposed, which uses a cluster
of authentication centers with virtual nodes, synchronizes the authentication mapping relationship of
users between different authentication domains, designs the cutting method of the consistent hash
ring for SWIM services, and realizes the dynamic load balancing of cross-domain authentication
for different services. Moreover, the security analysis and performance typing show that through
the deployment of the blockchain network, the management of user certificates, and the verification
of cross-domain access, etc., the ability to cope with the man-in-the-middle attacks, replay attacks,
Sybil attacks, and distributed denial-of-service attacks of SWIM cross-domain authentication is
satisfied, and the distributed architecture can improve the security of the SWIM system; the total
time of the consensus process of the user’s cross-domain authentication information in the SWIM
system is 1.8698 s, realizing the fast authentication of user identity across domains; this paper using
the characteristics of consistent hash, the number of consistent hash virtual nodes is continuously
increased, and the feasibility of cross-domain authentication load balancing is satisfied through the
comparison of the average response time of authentication.
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